
FRIDAY 8 OCTOBER 

 

Login to the Presentation Gallery to interact with virtual abstract presentations on Friday 8 
October  

Each abstract title will be presented four times. During each presentation block, speakers will give a brief 
presentation (6 minutes maximum) followed by a 2-minute discussion period with participants. 
Microphones are enabled (unless turned off by participants) allowing participants to ask questions and 
connect directly with speakers. Presentations will end after 8 minutes and participants can attend a new 
abstract presentation. Multiple participants can join a presentation at the same time. These presentations 
will not be recorded.  

Join a separate presentation during each presentation block:  

   13:25 – 13:33            13:35 – 13:43            13:45 – 13:53             13:55 – 14:03 

 FRIDAY 8 OCTOBER - VIRTUAL ABSTRACT PRESENTATION TITLES 

▪ Access to refugee and migrant mental health care services during the first six months of the COVID-
19 pandemic: A Canadian refugee clinician survey – Joseph Benjamen 

▪ Canadian healthcare workers’ mental health during the COVID-19 pandemic – Andrea D'Alessandro 

▪ Cannabis use in pregnancy and maternal and infant outcomes: a cross-jurisdictional Canadian study – 
Sabrina Luke  

▪ COVID-19 and the mental health of older adults in Canada: Key lessons for policy making – Lucksini 
Raveendran 

▪ COVID-19 pandemic response: Are we sacrificing social health for physical health among seniors, 
family, and formal caregivers? – Justine Levesque 

▪ Descriptive analysis of access to care for LGBT2Q Canadians during the COVID-19 pandemic: Results 
from the Sex Now Survey – Quinten Clarke 

▪ Descriptive study of perinatal substance use on maternal mental health – Catherine Grandy 

▪ Development and implementation of a national COVID-19 activity level indicator – Nadia Lapczak 

▪ Driving equity-oriented, anti-colonial health systems transformation through community-led action – 
Sana Shahram 

▪ Embedding evaluation into the development and implementation of the COVID-19 contract tracing 
initiative at Public Health Ontario – Michelle Vine 

▪ Ensuring strategic and scientific expertise to inform pandemic decisions and interventions at 
Montreal Public Health – Ak'ingabe Guyon 

▪ Exploring the connections among climate change, land, and health in Fort William First Nation: 
Findings and teachings from a community-based project applying Two-eyed Seeing – Lindsay Galway 

▪ Exploring the dynamic transitions in use patterns of youth substance use: A latent variable modelling 
approach using the COMPASS Data – Yang Yang 

▪ Finding and using quality appraised synthesis evidence on the cost-effectiveness of public health 
interventions – Emily Clark 

▪ Flushed with new data: Use of wastewater surveillance during the COVID-19 pandemic in a large 
urban population, Toronto, Canada – Shinthuja Wijayasri 

▪ Global impact of COVID-19 public health measures on the incidence, prevalence and severity of 
substance use: Results from a systematic review – Rose Schmidt 

https://portalapp.cpha.eventsair.com/VirtualAttendeePortal/ph2021/presentationgallery
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▪ HIV prevention and treatment interventions for Black MSM in Canada: A scoping, systematic review – 

Jemal Demeke 

▪ How susceptible is susceptible, when discussing animal hosts for SARS-CoV-2? – Connor Rutherford 

▪ Impact of the COVID-19 vaccine experience on vaccine literacy and its influence on Influenza vaccine 
attitudes in Canada – Kim Perrault 

▪ Increasing rates of sexually transmitted and blood-borne infections in younger women across Canada 
– Carmen Issa 

▪ Investigating climate change communication on public health websites in Ontario: Uncovering 
opportunities for inspiring engagement and action – Aynsley Klassen 

▪ Multi-faceted approach to integrating Canada's evidence on sex, gender & cannabis – Julie Stinson 

▪ Neighbourhood built environment and its association with health-related fitness: A systematic review 
– Levi Frehlich 

▪ Opioid use in medical cannabis authorization adult patients from 2013-2018: Alberta, Canada – 
Cerina Lee 

▪ Problematic social media use, cyberbullying and the psychological health of adolescents: 

Investigation of a potential social pathway – Jonas Shellenberger  

▪ PROGRESS-Plus Equity Audit Tool for public health programs and health services – Simone Smith 

▪ Relative economic burden of vaccine-preventable diseases in older adults in Canada – Thomas Shin 

▪ Self-reported increase in alcohol use among essential and frontline workers in Canada during the 
COVID-19 pandemic: Findings from a cross-sectional national survey – Mélanie Varin 

▪ Staying at zero: A novel approach to prevention of COVID-19 in a food processing plant workplace – 
Judy Hodge 

▪ Surveillance of Lyme disease in Canada, 2009-2019 –Jules Koffi 

▪ Systematic review of the associations between the built environment and physical activity among 
adults with low socio-economic status in Canada – Chelsea Christie 

▪ Tick and tick-borne pathogen surveillance, Canada, 2019 – Christy Wilson 

▪ Towards designing a Paramedic-Led Mobile Influenza Immunization Clinic Model based on improving 
the patient experience – Brent Mcleod 

▪ Use of publicly available data as part of national COVID-19 surveillance strategy – Lindsay Whitmore 

▪ Where is the policy for 2SGBMSM health and well-being? – Cameron McKenzie 


